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The best book I read in 2015?
The Road to Character by David Brooks is a very memorable read.
Brooks explores the two opposing sides of our nature, called Adam I
and Adam II. Adam I is our resume Adam who wants to build, create
and produce. He wants status and victory. Adam II is the internal
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Adam who wants to live by clear moral values. He wants a serene
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inner calm, to not only do good but also to be good. Adam II wants to
love intimately, to sacrifice in the serve of others and to live by his
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deepest values. The contradiction between the two Adams is never
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fully resolved and we are constantly in self-confrontation. This is
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by moral logic – to give in order to receive, to conquer your desires to
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get what you crave. Success leads to the great failure of pride while
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Adam I you need to build on your strengths while for Adam II you
need to confront your weaknesses. We live in a culture that nurtures
Adam I and neglects Adam II. Yet we long for more significance in
our lives. The book sets out a wonderful series of Adam II stories
about a range of people that have confronted themselves and cultivated
a wise heart: from the remarkable Samuel Johnston, to Saint Augustine
to the writer George Eliot. A stimulating, provocative read.
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In summary: we have many inner contradictions which we can
call Adam I who wants to conquer the world and Adam II who
wants to serve the world. Read all about it!

